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Blondes know special care is required to maintain a bright, beautiful hue. With summer around 
the corner, it’s time to prepare your blonde hair for the sunny season with professional-grade 
hair care products from UNITE Hair. From toning purple shampoo to UV-protecting styling 
products, you can find everything you need to keep your blonde locks looking gorgeous all 
summer long. Put the following easy-to-use products on your summer checklist. 
 

 
 
1. Award-Winning Hair Detangler 
 
Keep your blonde locks smooth, silky, and tangle-free with UNITE Hair's award-winning 
7SECONDS™ Detangler. This lightweight yet powerful hair detangler works brilliantly on all hair 
types. UNITE’s popular protein-based leave-in spray detangles, strengthens, and protects hair 
from UV and thermal damage. It’s a must-have hair prep for freshly washed hair. 
 
2. Must-Have Toning Shampoo for Weekly Use 
 
Say goodbye to brassiness and hello to bright, beautiful blonde locks with UNITE Hair's 
BLONDA™ Toning Shampoo. This ultra violet shampoo can be used once or twice a week to 
tone blonde hair and highlights. It’s formulated to neutralize unwanted yellow and orange 

https://unitehair.com/products/blonda-toning-shampoo
https://unitehair.com/products/7seconds-detangler
https://unitehair.com/products/blonda-toning-shampoo
https://unitehair.com/products/7seconds-detangler


tones, leaving blonde hair looking cooler and more vibrant. If your hair is color-treated blonde, 
it’s also the ideal product to use between salon visits. UNITE also offers a non-toning daily 
purple shampoo in the BLONDA™ Toning System that you’ll want to use on no-tone days. 
 
3. Essential Non-Toning Daily Purple Conditioner 
 
 Another product you need in your blonde hair care lineup is the brand’s non-toning daily 
purple conditioner that hydrates, protects, and repairs blonde hair and highlights on both tone 
and no-tone days. BLONDA™ Daily Conditioner soothes, refreshes, and moisturizes your locks 
without blonde-dulling heavy residues. Featuring vitamins A, E, and C, plus pro-vitamin B, this 
conditioner is made to moisturize and strengthen hair while adding volume and shine.  
 
4. Argan Oil Formulated for Blonde Hair 
  
Battle the frizz, smooth flyaways, and add shine with BLONDA™ Oil, a clear argan oil formulated 
just for blondes. This multitasking powerhouse also nourishes, repairs, and protects blonde 
locks. BLONDA™ Oil gives blonde hair the extra moisture and shine it craves during the summer 
months. It quickly smooths dry and damaged ends, reduces blow-dry time, and provides UV and 
heat protection. Do you see why you need this product ASAP? 
 
5. Styling Products with UV and Heat Protection 
 
With UNITE you have your pick of excellent styling products, many of which provide protection 
from the sun’s UV rays and heat from styling tools. This summer, you may benefit from 
7SECONDS™ Glossing Spray, an anti-humectant finishing spray that helps control frizz and 
deliver shine. SMOOTH&SHINE Styling Cream is another great option for taming frizz and 
flyaways. It also nourishes, softens, and repairs hair. 
 
Embrace bold, beautiful blonde hair this summer using products from UNITE  
at https://unitehair.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3JKKRyI  
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